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Editor’s
Note
Following the grand extravaganza that was
our second-anniversary issue, we are back
with another issue this April, with articles
from diverse realms of science.
Beginning
Divyansh

with
Dewan

an

insightful

discusses

how

article,
radio

waves generated by transitions in hydrogen
atoms have helped us develop a map of
hydrogen in the universe. This technique
has been used to determine the structure

of the milky way galaxy and even calculate

distances and speeds at an astronomical scale

.

Following up with an illuminating review of a paper on the methods of controlling the
critical issue of locust swarms, we see how locust swarms are a severe threat to the food
and livelihoods of millions of people. Anandarup Bhadra reviews discoveries in pheromone
action in locusts and potential uses in trapping locusts
'The Queen of the Oceans' - Marie Tharp developed the understanding of the ocean floor
structure as we know it now. Join Apeksha and Aniruddha as they take a deep dive into
the life and works of Marie Tharp and her inspiring journey in the pursuit of knowledge.
Last but not least, we have an article by Aniruddha Mukherjee discussing whether proteins
are more valuable than genetic material in providing us with better clinical data on
patient-specific characteristics based on glioblastoma research. Clear data will help us
treat individual variants of the disease more effectively.

issue indeed wouldn't have been possible without their efforts. Do visit our website, where
we keep bringing you more compelling and thought-provoking science articles. Also,
subscribe to our YouTube channel to never miss out on our videos.
As always, we wish you good health and happy reading!
Regards,
Monish Majumdar

Managing Editor
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MAPPING
THE
MILKY
WAY
Divyansh Dewan

Preview
This article briefly explains how the structure of
the milky way galaxy was found and what
physical processes and observational techniques
enable us to calculate distances and speeds at an
astronomical scale.

Mapping the Milky Way
Divyansh Dewan

We live in a rotating barred-spiral galaxy
known as the Milky Way. Any casual
Google search will reveal that our sun is
located in the Orion Arm between the
Sagittarius and Perseus Arms. Our galaxy
is fairly planar and is about 1,00,000 lightyears across and around 1000 light-years
thick.
The simple fact that all these numbers are
so readily available makes us forget how
astonishing it is that we can find these
distances here on earth. While the naked
eye shows us nothing more than stars point sources of light seemingly at the
same distance, being able to map them
along with the non-luminous gas and
dust clouds and structure them into
various spiral arms sprouting from a
galactic centre is one of the greatest
accomplishments of astronomy. And
what is more astonishing is that this kind
of mapping at the galactic scale was
made possible by processes that occur at
the sub-atomic scale.
When a luminous celestial object is
rotating in our reference frame, the
wavelength of its light reaching us must
vary periodically due to doppler shifting.
As it comes closer to us, we would
observe blue shifting, and as it moves
away, we would see redshifting. By
comparing our observations with the
theoretical value, we can calculate the
rate of rotation of these objects.
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By the 1920s, through optical
measurements of stars around us,
astronomers could determine that our
galaxy must be rotating in some manner.
However, to be able to measure its actual
rotation rate, we needed to observe the
other side of the galaxy. This was not
possible by optical means as visible light
is blocked by the gas and dust clouds and
hence, cannot reach us from the other
side. However, radio waves, whose
wavelengths are much longer than these
dust particles, can traverse this distance
and reach us.
Hence, the search began for a source of
radio waves present all throughout our
galaxy which could be measured and
whose theoretical value could be
determined to a high degree of accuracy.
Since hydrogen is the major constituent
of our galaxy, it was logical to focus on
any radio waves generated by electronic
transitions in a hydrogen atom. While the
‘regular’ transitions between the different
energy levels such as n=2 to n=1 release
radiation of energy 10.2 eV, which lies in
the visible range (and cannot be used),
there is another kind of energy level
splitting that occurs known as hyperfine
splitting.

And what is more
astonishing is that
this kind of mapping
at the galactic scale
was made possible
by processes that
occur at the subatomic scale.

While we assume that the ground state of
an electron in a hydrogen atom is an
absolute state with a fixed energy, that of
-13.6 eV, that is not entirely true. The
electron and the proton both possess an
intrinsic spin angular momentum. Their
spins can be aligned either in a parallel or
an anti-parallel manner. The magnetic
interaction between these spins in
different orientations further splits the
ground state level of the neutral hydrogen
atom into two different energy levels. The
energy difference created by this effect is
about 5.884 x10-6 eV, negligible compared
to 10.2 eV. However, and most importantly
in this context, the wavelength of this
emitted radiation is 21.11 cm, which falls
well in the radio part of the spectrum.
The Dutch astronomers Jan Oort and
Henk van de Hulst were the first to realise
that this 21 cm line can be used to find the
structure of our galaxy. Just as an
interesting side note, the probability of an
electron in the upper hyperfine level
spontaneously jumping down is extremely
less. In fact, it is estimated that an electron
will make this jump once every 10 million
years! However, since the sheer
magnitude of atomic hydrogen present in
our galaxy is so large, the Milky Way is
indeed glowing with the 21 cm radiation
line.
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Divyansh is a second-year
student enrolled in the
BS-MS program at IISER
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Jan Oort, along with Henk van de Hulst
and Mueller, used radio astronomy to
detect this alongside E.M Purcell and
Harold Ewen from Harvard, who were
independently working towards the
same goal.
They found both emission lines where
the electron jumped from a higher
energy level to a lower energy level, as
well as absorption lines where the
electron in a lower level absorbed
energy and transitioned to an upper
level. Since these gas clouds are
moving, both of these lines will be
shifted due to the Doppler effect.
While there is a lot of random motion to
account for due to shockwaves caused
by supernova explosions and other
processes, systematic observations
enable us to map the distribution of
atomic hydrogen gas in our galaxy. The
Dutch astronomers soon published a
map of the neutral hydrogen showing it
to be distributed in spiral arms, just like
we see in other galaxies.
With stronger telescopes, not only
could we get a sharper picture of our
Milky Way, but we could also look at
other galaxies and find out their rates of
rotation. As it generally goes, answering
one question raises many more
questions. We found out the structure
of our galaxy, which allowed us to know
more about its mass distribution,
temperature, and density. It also
revealed the existence of dark matter,
which remains a big mystery.
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Sweet smell
of plague - A
step towards
preventing
locust
swarms
Anandarup Bhadra
The days of the far-off future would
toil onward, still with the same
burden for her to take up and bear
along with her.

In 2020, western and central India saw the
sky blackened by millions of desert locusts
(Schistocerca gregaria), a haunting image
out of the Biblical plagues. These swarms
can be upto a few kilometers long and can
wipe out several fields of crops in a single
day. They are a threat to the food and
livelihood of millions of people[1]. Recently,
Xiaojiao Guo and her colleagues made
some crucial discoveries in understanding
how locusts aggregate, as reported in a
study in Nature, “4-vinylanisole is an
aggregation pheromone in locusts”[2].
This may provide better strategies to deal
with locust swarms, a crisis that revisits us
once every few decades.

“4-vinylanisole is an aggregation
pheromone in locusts”

Credits: Pexels

Scientists from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences have identified a pheromone (a
chemical signal used for communication
by some animals in certain circumstances,
very similar to our use of soundwaves
while talking) 4-vinylanisole (4VA)
produced by the migratory locust
(Locusta migratoria). We must note that it
is a different species, but it also forms
swarms. Although such a molecule is a
source of sweet smell for us, this is the first
pheromone that fits all the criteria to work
as an aggregation pheromone in locusts.
Locusts show two distinct phases as
adults[3] - one solitary, which is peaceful
and harmless, and the other aggressive,
capable of eating their own body weight
in food and appearing in almost endlessly
large groups. Aggregation pheromones[4]
are molecules that insects can detect (like
odorants or smell molecules in our case)
that induce group formation by bringing
many individuals of both sexes, multiple
life stages and ages together. Such
pheromones may have a crucial role in the
transition of locusts from a solitary form to
the devastating gregarious form and the
formation of enormous swarms.
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In this comprehensive study, the scientists
identified six prospective chemicals from
35 released by the migratory locusts by
testing which of them are produced in
higher amounts in the gregarious phase,
but not in solitary insects. Out of the 6, 4vinylanisole was highly effective in
attracting both solitary and gregarious
locusts (including male and female locusts
at both juvenile and adult developmental
stages). This suggests that the ability to
sense this proposed aggregation
pheromone is an innate characteristic of
these locusts.

Finally, to confirm that 4VA indeed works
as an aggregation pheromone the
researchers used it as bait to successfully
trap both experimental and wild
populations of migratory locusts.
It is unclear to what extent 4-vinylanisole
plays a role in forming swarms beyond
triggering this initial aggregation.
Further investigation is needed to
determine whether other pheromones
are also involved in this process.

More importantly, this whole line of
research has to be validated for
desert locusts to ensure that it may
become useful for the prevention of
their large scale invasions and the
resulting losses suffered by the
people from parts of Africa, across
the middle east, to India.

Credits: Pexels

Scientists found that 4VA production can
be triggered even in solitary insects by
their aggregation. In fact, this response
may be triggered by the grouping of
locusts as few as four or five. They also
confirmed that the pheromone elicits
responses specifically from sensory hairs
on the antennae of the locusts.
The researchers identified a receptor
OR35[5] which, when absent, renders the
locusts unable to respond to 4VA. The
receptor OR35 may be used to identify
compounds that block the activity of 4VA.
Such molecules might be used to force
locusts to return to the solitary phase from
the gregarious phase and thus prevent
swarming.
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(Caption: Interaction between gregarious phase
locusts showing their antennae)

The pheromone can potentially be used
as bait to lure and trap locusts, both
solitary and gregarious. This would be a
better way to control their numbers[6]
in the wild without the use of pesticides.
In a few years, this work promises to
uncover ways of using the locusts' own
mechanism for forming swarms to
neutralise their capacity for becoming a
menace to society.
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A SERIES OF ‘FORTUNATE’ EVENTS

CELEBRATING
MARIE THARP:
THE QUEEN OF
THE OCEANS!

Credits: Pexels

BY APEKSHA SRIVASTAVA AND
ANIRUDDHA MUKHERJEE

July 30, 2020, marked the 100th birth anniversary of the very inspirational
Marie Tharp, the woman who ‘decoded’ the oceans. While several other
scientists remain at the forefront of academic media, not many people
know about the woman who showed us, for the first time, that the ocean
bottom has a range of geographical features, similar to what we see on
land. Before the early 1950s, the world knew very little about the ocean
floor structure. It was her revolutionary work that not only opened doors
to previously unknown and amazing terrain of the ocean floor, but also
made it possible for us to understand our planet better. Marie Tharp was
one of the creators of the first detailed map of the Atlantic Ocean floor,
and she definitely did not stop just there.

A Series of ‘Fortunate’ Events
Born in Ypsilanti (Michigan) in
1920, Marie Tharp was the
daughter of William Tharp, a
surveyor who mapped soils for
the United States Department of
Agriculture. A possible reason
that influenced her growing
interest in science was that, as a
child, Marie loved to accompany
her father during his fieldwork.
Her school trips to explore nature seemed to add fuel to the fire of her
scientific curiosity as well. However, since women were not encouraged
to work in the ‘male-dominated’ scientific fields at that time, Tharp never
even considered taking up science for her bachelor’s degree. She
graduated from Ohio University with English and Music instead.

The 1941 attack on Pearl
Harbour that led the U.S.
to enter World War II was
the turning point in Marie
Tharp’s scientific career.
During this time, women
were being recruited to fill
many ‘men-only’ positions
because men went to
war. The University of
Michigan, thus, opened its
doors to girls, promising
them
jobs
in
the
petroleum industry if they
earned
a
degree
in
geology.
9
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Studying the earth resulted in Tharp getting a
job at the Stanolind Oil and Gas Company,
Oklahoma. The deep-rooted gender bias in
the society resulted in her collecting
information and maps to assist men, the only
ones allowed to go for fieldwork at that time.
In the face of all challenges, Tharp completed
her bachelor’s in Mathematics while working
here. One thing led to another, and she
became one of the first women to work at the
Lamont Geological Observatory (now known
as the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at
Columbia University) in 1948.

Bringing Oceans to Life
During her time at Lamont Geological
Observatory, Tharp started working with
Bruce Charles Heezen, another American
geologist, to locate drowned military aircraft
from the war. With time, they began to map
the ocean floor. For about 18 years, Tharp drew
sketches, using the data that Heezen
collected, aboard the ship. The woman, who
unlocked the crucial mysteries of the ocean
floor, could not set foot on ships, owing to the
sexism that did not ‘allow’ women to do so.
After marking the locations the ship had
traveled to, Tharp read the depth at each
location using the sonar technique. Sonar
10

uses sound waves to detect objects on or
under the surface of the water. It helped her
to plot the ocean floor depths against the
distance traveled..
Tharp’s observations across the North Atlantic
brought up something unexpected. Her
calculations indicated a huge cleft in the
center of the ocean. She suggested that it was
a rift valley: a linear lowland between
highlands created by pulling the earth’s
outermost layer apart. Until then, it was
something known to exist only on land.
Heezen accepted her hypothesis as justified
only after confirming that the location of
earthquake epicenters (points where
earthquakes originate), as mapped by another
researcher, aligned with her ‘proposed’ rift
valley.
This revolutionary discovery was crucial for
major developments in the geological
sciences. For example, the theory of plate
tectonics, which states that the earth’s
outermost layer (crust) is separated into plates
that move over the molten upper-mantle
layer, or the theory of continental drift stating
that the planet’s continents have moved
across the ocean bed over time, gained
momentum within the scientific community
with this discovery.

In order to present their findings credibly
before a much wider audience, Tharp and
Heezen decided to draw physiographic maps
of the ocean floor. These showed the terrain as
it would look from a low-flying plane,
capturing the varied features of the ocean
floor. These maps helped to publish their work
too as the U.S. Navy’s contour maps were
classified. With time, Tharp used information
obtained from 30 cruises to establish that the
rift valley extended into the South Atlantic as
well. The Indian Ocean, Red Sea, Arabian Sea,
and the Gulf of Aden disclosed similar
features, proving that the mid-ocean rift
system extended throughout the earth!

The North Atlantic physiographic map was
first published in 1956, revealing that the
ocean floor consists of features like valleys
and mountains. In 1959, The Geological
Society of America reprinted it. Then
followed the publishing of the South
Atlantic diagram in 1961. Tharp, Heezen,
and Heinrich Berann (an Austrian painter
and mapmaker) sketched the Indian
Ocean map in 1967, published by National
Geographic. They also made a map of the
Antarctic Ocean floor in 1975. Next, Heezen
and Tharp proceeded to draw the entire
world’s ocean floor. Their previous work,
new updates, several collaborations, and
tireless efforts gave us the first map of the
earth’s ocean floor in 1977.

Meanwhile, scientist and explorer Jacques
Cousteau, doubtful of their claims, set sail into
the Atlantic Ocean with an underwater
camera, aiming to prove Tharp and Heezen
wrong. But, his photos and videos clearly
captured the rift valley, proving its existence.
Cousteau displayed his photographs at the
First International Oceanographic Congress in
1959, thereby convincing many people of
Tharp’s hypothesis.

Amidst all this, a misadventure took place.
Marie Tharp got fired because of a longlasting disagreement between Heezen
and William Maurice Ewing, the founder
and first director of Lamont Geological
Observatory. It led her to work from home,
with Heezen paying her through research
grants received from the Navy. But this did
not get in the way of her passion for her
work.

Seeing is Believing

Credits: Provided by author

The Queen Prevails
Managing to carve a place for herself in the male-dominated world, Marie Tharp was finally
able to board a ship for research data collection in 1968. She and Heezen (after his death) were
awarded the Hubbard Medal in 1978. It is the National Geographic Society’s highest honor.
Tharp was a faculty member at Columbia University until 1983. In 1997, the Library of Congress
named her one of the four greatest
11
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In the words of Vicki Ferrini, a senior research
scientist in marine geology and geophysics at
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Columbia
University, “Marie Tharp’s maps were building
blocks for discoveries that transformed our
understanding of the planet.”
Even
though
her
accomplishments
are
exceptional, Tharp’s work was often undervalued
in a world dominated by men. For most of her
career as a scientist, she worked in the
background. In 1956, Heezen received credit for
the rift valley discovery. Tharp’s name was also
absent from the major papers on plate tectonics
for a long time. Nonetheless, she overcame the
barriers that limited the progress of women
during her times. She never looked for glory,
loved her work above everything else, and used
the opportunities coming her way whenever she
could. Above all, she never gave up, contributing
significantly to marine mapmaking and science.
She is an incredible example of “girl-power,” not
just for women of her generation but many other
generations to come. Marie Tharp truly is the
queen who rose to rule and showed us the
backbone of our planet, unfolding the beautiful
yet powerful story of the seas and oceans!
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Genes vs Proteins: A perspective from brain
tumor research
Can proteins be more informational than our genes?

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is an
aggressive form of brain tumor with
incidences ranging from 1 to 5 out of
100000 people. The average survival of
patients with such tumors is less than two
years. Many new treatment therapies and
drugs have recently shown promise;
however, the caveat still remains in
understanding the heterogeneity of these
tumors at the molecular level. Tumor
heterogeneity refers to the differences in
the same type of tumor across different
patients that can arise due to multiple
causes like the types of molecules in the
tumor, time of preserving clinical samples,
and the lifestyle of patients, etc.
Eventually, tumor heterogeneity becomes
a reason for varying responses to
treatment. Nowadays, a garage plays a
multi-functional role in many households.
It is not only a place to park any of your
vehicles but also a complementary part
that completes a home living. For most
homeowners, a garage door may function
as the front door of your house.
A group of scientists from Tel Aviv
University, Israel have recently forged their
way into GBM research showing clear
demarcation between the fundamental
biological molecules in terms of their
ability to correlate with patient-specific

Brain scan showing enhancing GBM tumor mass.
Courtesy: RadioGraphics, Radiological Sociaety of
North America.
characteristic features and also finding
how proteins can distinctively inform
better about certain features. One of the
modern methods used by them in this
work is “Proteomics'' which is a broad
term in the field of research where the
entire protein complement of a cell, tissue
or organ is analyzed to extract information
about the concerned condition.
Simultaneously, they also studied the
mRNA which is a molecule consisting of
the gene
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and serves as the foundation for protein
synthesis inside the cell. The term coined
to encompass all the mRNA molecules in
a certain cell or tissue of an organism is
‘transcriptome’. Their research tells us how
studying the proteome( i.e., the whole
protein expressed in an organism at a
certain time) inside the tumor tissues can
turn out to be more suggestive of GBM
patient prognosis compared to the
information obtained exclusively from the
genes. The intricacies in the process of
protein synthesis gives rise to a higher
number of total proteins which are in a
constant state of interaction , hence
making the proteome enormously
complex and dynamic. This is likely to be a
reason why proteomics by itself has
become an indispensable research tool in
medicine.

transcriptome. Here, the researchers
have taken a routine approach of
extracting the whole RNA or protein
from the tumor tissues and subjecting
those to analytical platforms to
generate huge amounts of data in
terms of the types, abundance and
interaction of each molecule.
Subsequent analysis of this
information helped draw relevant
conclusions about a smaller set of
molecules being associated with the
specific biological processes which are
likely to go wrong in a tumor cell. For
instance,neuron generation is one
such process enriched by both
proteins and genes, suggesting how
there is an expansion of the formation
of nerve cells or neurons contributing
to the prevalence of GBM in the brain.

Tamar Geiger and his team of scientists,
selected a cohort of 87 patients, out of
which 22 were processed to study the
proteome, 33 samples were used for
sequencing the mRNA, while 32 were
subjected to analysis at both levels of
proteome and

Similarly, there are clinical parameters
which consist of the data of tumor
location inside the brain, patient
survival after onset, tumor recurrence
after treatment of patients etc. The
researchers, after analyzing the tumor
samples, arrived
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at a set of significant genes and
proteins and noticed that the proteins
could independently show a strong
association with the clinical data of
patient survival on statistical basis,
whereas genes did not correlate at all.
This particular analysis saw an
extended version as researchers
integrated both proteome and
transcriptome-based data and then
tried to correlate with survival
bifurcated into a binary of short (less
than 6 months) and long (more than 2
years) time of GBM patients. This
eventually produced results of genes
and proteins showing similar
correlation only when compared with
data from shorter survival!
The researchers have clearly
communicated that because their
study imbibed high heterogeneity

with mutations in the GBM genes,
there is a future scope for
extrapolating similar research with
even larger cohorts of patients.
Nevertheless, this study puts out
multiple aberrant biological processes
in GBM and shows how research
targeted to specific layers of molecules
can tackle the existing challenge of
tumor heterogeneity to an extent that
reveal the most novel molecular
associations.
Reference:- Yanovich-Arad, Gali, Paula
Ofek, Eilam Yeini, Mariya Mardamshina,
Artem Danilevsky, Noam Shomron, Rachel
Grossman, Ronit Satchi-Fainaro, and
Tamar Geiger.
“Proteogenomics of Glioblastoma
Associates Molecular Patterns with
Survival.” Cell Reports 34, no. 9 (March 2,
2021): 108787.
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